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Along the garden path: Kay Craig

President’s Report

T

hings really happen when a group of people put their heads
together, make plans, share the load and then act. We are
so fortunate to have a U3A Commi ee just like this. New
members join us, exis ng members con nue with their most
loved classes and venture into new ones, and tutors step forward
and o er new things to keep our minds and bodies ac ve. We
have well over 300 ac ve members and well over 40 thriving
courses. That’s a lot to keep organised and I am thankful for the
team that helps me - and to be honest does most of the work.
It's wonderful to be back in the Hub, mee ng face to face. A
number of our groups are usually out and about in the world,
walking through it or exploring it. A couple have found a home in the Evergreens and
Emerald Art Society building. There is so much to worry about in the world at the moment. It
feeds a disturbed soul to focus from me to me on the good things that are in our lives –
and Emerald U3A is certainly one of them. I nd that more and more I keep telling myself
that “I see what I choose to look at”.
Thank you to our tutors. Without you we would have no U3A. You are the heart of our
organisa on and I hope you understand how valued you are. Please, always make contact if
you have problems or feel we could do more to support you or solve problems. We can’t do
much about the price of petrol, but we can help with a lot of U3A based issues should they
arise.
I know you will enjoy reading this newsle er. We always get such a lot of posi ve feedback.
Thank you Mac Craig for encouraging us to submit material and then for the arduous task of
colla ng and arranging it all. It always looks great and provides for some quiet re ec ve
me.
I have been spending some of my me doing a few small pain ngs of the beauty where we
live.
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News from around the
classes
Book group

B

ook Group have read the following two
books:
The Dicken’s Boy- Thomas Keneally
The Nowhere Child- Chris an White
We are currently reading Sca ered Pearls by
Sohila Zanjani
Our genres con nue to vary- historical c on, crime and biography.
Opinions have been varied over each book we study which always makes for
interes ng discussion. It has also been fabulous to listen to all the back ground
knowledge that par cipants add about each book. Everyone goes to a lot of
e ort to bring so much to the group and I appreciate this very much.
A er we discuss the set book each par cipant contributes podcasts, authors,
tles, documentaries and lms they have enjoyed over the previous month.
We then develop these into our book group blurb so par cipants can refer to
them when looking for recommenda ons.
We are also enjoying bringing our own books to share and borrowing the books
located at The Hub.
Using the library resources to our advantage we have also shared how valuable
we nd the free app called Kanopy. Well worth a look, especially with the
colder months ahead!
We are looking forward to the library upgrade and thank the librarians for their
helpfulness whilst temporarily located in The Hub.
Happy reading, viewing and listening everyone!
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HILLS HUB CRAFT MAKERS

W

e have a small group of ladies par cipa ng fortnightly at the Hub.

This group has had various loca ons over the years from Maccles eld to Monbulk and
now Emerald. Kni ng, crochet, quil ng and embroidery are all featured in the photographs
a ached, and all skill levels can produce amazing works of cra . There is plenty of space to bring
along your machine too.
We would love to see some more faces come along and join; two hours at the Hub and then we
pop over locally for lunch.
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Flowers for the home

T

his week we returned to the Emerald Art Society.

It was rather lovely being back there as the basic venue really is more suitable for our group.
We made these arrangements which were colourful and fun!
We talked about di erent ways of making them and later enjoyed morning tea with a dis nctly
Easter theme....the Easter bunny came...again!
Elaine Hahn
Tutor
Flowers for the Home & Gi s

Dear Mac,

I

n the Advanced Italian Class
One of the home works which was very successful and mostly liked was to google the top Italian
songs sung at the San Remo fes val, choose some of them, print a few so that every student
would read the words as the singer sang
We tried to sing and dance a bit. It was a lot of fun
The songs were translated and analysed
So the students learned Italian with music and singing and at the same me they kept in touch
with modern Italian songs
We all liked it
In the advanced class we speak Italian pian pianino and I’m so excited that my students speak in
Italian quite well
Piano, adagio is the way to learn
Ciao
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Exploring Victoria

I

t is so good to be able to get out and about again.
For our rst day of Exploring Victoria (1) 2022 we ventured out to beau ful picturesque
Warburton.

We started our day under the waterwheel at Silva's Co ee. This is a lovely way for the group to
meet and relax and come together, some old friends and some people that are joining us for the
rst me.
Then under grey drizzling skies we explored the
historical art installa on displayed along the walls of
the old railway sta on. These y-one panels created
by local Warburton Ar st Peter Van Breugel, depict
Warbie's 150 year history, strongly anchored to the
logging industry in the early days and its transi on
through to a tourist des na on now.
We then got into our cars for a ten minute drive to East
Warburton to have a walk through the eerily beau ful
Red Wood Forest. These Califorian giants were an
experiment by the
then Board of Works in their hydrology program in the 1930's.
We nished o our day with a walk along the river and lunch at
Three Sugars Cafe.
This was a great start to our year!
For a complete change of pace in March we travelled into
Melbourne CBD by train for our second ou ng of the year. In
many ways it was a perfect me to visit the city. The trains were not full and the city is only just
waking from a long period of slumber.
Our theme for this ou ng was The Laneways and Arcades of Melbourne, the things that make our
city unique!
We started our journey in Flinders Lane exploring the Cathedral Arcade named for its posi on
opposite St Paul's Cathedral. This arcade built in the 1920's is located under the wonderful
Nicholas Building and features a unique stained-glass domed ceiling. Of course the Nicholas family
also gave us the beau ful Burnham Beaches in Sherbrooke. I was so lucky to have this within our
5km radius during our many lockdowns and have explored this garden extensively.
For our morning tea break we went to Brune 's located in Flinders Lane where we were tempted
by a mouth-watering aray of beau ful cakes and biscuits to go with our cuppa.
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Our arcades included the oldest surviving arcade in Australia - The Royal Arcade constructed in
1870 where the famous mythical creatures Gog and Magog guard the clock, which by the way
s lls works today and goes o on the hour. Of course, when talking about arcades the rst one that
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comes to everyone's mind is the world famous Block Arcade which was modelled on The Galleria
in Milano and completed in 1893. This arcade if full of some very upmarket bou ques and ar sans
and of course Haigh's chocolates located next to the central octagonal shape that joins the L
shaped arcade. This me we were lucky to hear the chimes of the clock go o on the hour, quite a
treat.
We also explored some interes ng laneways o Li le Bourke street on our way to Hardware Lane.
These are all worth a look as you never know what you will nd in these li le known small lanes.
For instance at the end of Whitehart Lane there is a pub constructed from shipping containers
stacked on top of each other and beau fully decorated with an amazing ver cal and an amazing
array plants to so en the industrial feel of the site. Then there is Rankins Lane which was once
home to Mirka Mora's studio in one of the upper apartments. You will get a great co ee and bagel
at Manchester Press. This too has been tenderly brought back to life with the use of a lot of
hanging baskets and window boxes it looks lived in and se led.
All over the city there is art.
Some of it is the free
expression of street ar sts,
ever changing!
However,
the city of Melbourne has
also commissioned ar sts to
bring the city back to life
though street music and art.
There is a great example of
this in Caledonian Lane o
Li le Bourke Street, where
you will nd a whole lane
painted in the characters of
the recently awarded movie
Dune. Another interes ng example of this is behind Guy
Grossi's restaurant 'Floren no's in Mornane Lane where a
scene from Venice sits side by side with a great likeness of
David Bowie. We nished our day in Meyers Place where
we sat at a table actually out on the lane and rested our
legs, while we cha ed and had some lunch. I think
everyone enjoyed their day.

Water colour by Iain Johnson

For our next ou ng we explored the country town of Yea.
We started with morning tea at Yea Wetlands Park and then we were taken for a guided walk of
the park by one of the many volunteers who help to keep this centre open to
the public.
A er lunch another volunteer from Yea Tourism Centre took us for a historical
walk around around the town, poin ng out some of the substan al buildings
and their history. Some of us decided to go and see the Cheviot Tunnel on our
way home and we are very glad we did.
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This tunnel is the only one on this rail line which runs from Tallarook to
Mans eld which was in opera on between 1883 and 1970. It is now part of the
Great Victorian Rail Trail.

The tunnel was made using 675,000 handmade bricks using local clay a massive feat in itself.It was
great fun to walk through and surprisingly long.We look forward to exploring more and enjoying
our great state.
Sandy Meyers

Seven Centuries of Music: On Having and Ge ng a Go

I

t can be risky to take on tasks for which you are not properly quali ed, and I o en re ect
on that when surveying the results of my carpentry and plumbing.
Australia’s famous
doomed explorers, Burke and Wills, who had no skills in bushcra nor any experience in
leading expedi ons, probably also realised it at the end. They should have known that things
would likely go wrong when they set o from Melbourne weighed down with twenty tonnes
of equipment, including a Chinese gong. Their wagons had already broken down several
mes by the me they reached Essendon. One cannot fault their enthusiasm,
however, nor their willingness to have a go.
Having a go is an Australian cultural tradi on, and so is the insistence on ge ng
a fair go. Much has changed since the days of heroic amateur explorers and the
boundless enthusiasm of ‘Marvellous Melbourne’, and complaints are heard
frequently now about the decreasing chances of ge ng a fair go in modern
Australia. Our Prime Minister, ever alert to the threat of nega ve opinion, countered
by promising doubters that “if you have a go, you will get a go”. He might actually
have been trying to say something like “if you are dead keen, seize the opportunity,
and do your best, then you can s ll nd that rewarding”. That does not really sum
up my e orts in carpentry and plumbing, but I get the idea.
I am thankful that giving people a go is part of Emerald U3A course
programming policy, otherwise I doubt if I would have been allowed to
tutor a course on the history of music with no quali ca ons in history or
music, no experience in teaching either, and almost no musical ability. I
was simply keen to have a go, and was given a go. This willingness to
give a go is something that sets the Emerald U3A apart from other
educa onal ins tu ons (except, of course, other U3As), and it is a very
good thing. Formal educa on can be a long and boring slog, whereas I looked
upon having a go at tutoring Seven Centuries of Music as something like an
adventure. It was not without risk, naturally, and I discovered this as
soon as I became aware that course members knew at least as much as
I did about the subject. It worked out well, though, I thought at the
end, even while I occasionally reminded myself of Basil Fawlty,
admi ng that he had forgo en and men oned the war to his
German guests, assuring himself desperately, “I think I got away with
it”. That might not be a bad epitaph, come to think of it.
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Our Botanical Ar sts at work
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From our crea ve wri ng class
The Coat That Hung Behind the Door

I

t has been quite lonely these past few months, hanging here
alongside the front door. Although I occupy a prominent spot in
the household I am frequently taken for granted and passed by
for long periods of time without even the occasional pick up or take
off and shake out. I am, in fact, the winter Go-To and need to tell
myself that regularly, or I would drive myself crazy with feelings of
underperformance. Right now we are over the summer heat and the
household is busy raking up leaves dropped by the big elm tree in
the front yard.
The big break through came when I was relocated from behind the
door to my current location. It all came about one evening when we
had a household emergency. Young Camilla came down with a
horrible cold which then became full blown u or maybe even
pneumonia. The household erupted into medical procedure mode
after several visits to the local pharmacy. Quite abruptly, Camilla’s
dad whips out into the rain as he struggles into me on the way to the
car. We jump into the front seat before I am fully adjusted and
proceed to drive the car to the front door.
Out we go back into the rain, through the front door and madly up
the stairs to Camilla’s room. Oh dear! she does look unwell and is
barking like a dog. Will, her brother, has her wrapped in an old
tartan blanket so we bundle her up and back out into the rain.
However, this time we are partially covered as Will is running
alongside us with the umbrella. Reasonably effective though, as I am
now only a little sodden around the rear hem. It would have been
worse without the umbrella. Not so bad though, as I am constructed
from a heavy wool and not like those woozy satin’ish down jackets.
Positively everyone at the hospital was wearing one. I did notice
that, a little apprehensively.
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I am draped over a chair as we wait in the hospital waiting room for
the staff to tell us, where to go next. Dad absentmindedly splashes
me with his coffee as he tries to awkwardly ll in the required
paperwork. Then I am left to my own devices as the whole family
disappears into a side room. I wait quietly listening to the TV
evening news, followed by the weather forecast. The next twenty
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four hours sound positively no let up rain, with temperatures of 9 to
max 11.
As the night rolls on, I am gathered up and carried from one place to
another as we traverse the hospital procedures on the road to
bringing Camilla back to health. It is a journey not to be taken lightly
as we encounter people with all manner of indispositions. From
drunk and dif cult, to seriously ill. Very sobering.
Camilla’s Dad and brother Will have become reasonably stressed and
fatigued as her state has yet to stabilise. She is tearful and doesn’t
want them to leave her by herself in the hospital. I can’t say I blame
her as it is not at all restful. A fantastic amount of high frequency
activity which doesn’t seem to let up even though it is dark outside.
It is in fact the middle of the night.
Following a call back into her Ward, I have been rather carelessly
placed over the end of one of those corridor trolleys near the door at
the end of the seating area. The pair disappear and I suddenly feel
vulnerable. Oh no! here comes the cleaner and the trolley and I are
moved into a room off the corridor with the door closed behind us. A
feeling of foreboding overcomes me as I realise this could not end
well for me.
Hours later the trolley and I are pushed back into the corridor and
into the light of day. Someone in nurse’s garb gathers me up and
takes me walking out to where I am rather unceremoniously
dropped into a box labelled ‘Lost and Found’. During the following
hours, maybe even days, I am churned over and over by various
treasure hunters, vain pursuits. I drop into a complete depression
inside this smelly, prison of the abandoned. With each vain pursuit I
sink deeper and deeper into the box. I give up all hope of discovery
and fall into a silent reverie.
Just as I abandon myself to being sent off to Vinnies I feel a huge tug
of my whole being as I am wrenched out into the startling corridor
light, only to recognise, Will’s ne young form, holding me up. He
calls to Camilla’s Dad, “here it is. You haven’t lost it. Someone has
put it in the ‘Lost and Found.”
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“Thank goodness for that”, replies Camilla’s Dad, “I had grown fond
of that warm and comfortable number. I certainly missed it going
home without it these last couple of nights. I can’t remember ever
having been that cold before. Great to have it back.”
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Now rmly clutched under an arm, we make our way to Camilla’s
ward. It is so good to see her. She has improved and although still
coughing she is on the way to recovery we all agree. Eventually we
make our way back out into the wet and lonely night having left
Camilla in the care of the hospital and I am so relieved that I make
an effort to be especially clingy.
On arrival home I am warmly worn back into the house. I am
carefully removed in the midst of thoughtful and re ective reverie
whilst being carefully hooked up on the set of hallway hooks, right
next to the front door. A spot I have always fancied.
Over the next week we return time and time again, back and forth to
the hospital, positively excited about the progress Camilla was
making. And joy of joys I found I had been relocated to the hook
alongside the front door each time we returned home. This now was
my place and an opportunity to be observer of the world around me.
However, more importantly, I am now able to overhear the TV news
and weather forecast. Last evening the forecast said that
temperatures over the next week should dip to around 10 to max 15.
This does improve my prospects.
Helen Geddes
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Innocents Abroad

W

inters’ imminent arrival brings back memories of experiences in a somewhat colder
environment where country walks can some mes take on the excitement of a polar
trek.
Spouse and I o en made spur of the
moment decisions to go for a walk, ‘Let’s go for a
quick walk in the Lakes’ was o en heard- the
English Lake District was our favourite walking
place probably down to the fact that Spouse
spent three years living there whilst at teachers
training college.
On one such occasion we made a last minute
decision to have an a er lunch walk up Orrest
Head near Windermere. Orrest Head gives one
of the best views to e ort rewards of anywhere
in the Lakes.
It is a fairly gentle walk to the summit from Windermere and though cold the day was ne and
clear. The views from the summit, south down Windermere Lake, west to the Langdale Pikes, north
to Helvellyn and Keswick and east to the Yorkshire Fells are stunning.
“I think the weather is going to take a turn for the worse” predicts Spouse, “and we’d be best to go
down the quickest way”. Taking a look to the south-west I can see dark clouds in the distance but
explain to Spouse they will take some me to get this far and we can descend by a longer route we
have done many mes previously. I have the feeling Spouse is not totally convinced but nontheless
we set o on my chosen route.
Some ten to een minutes later I feel snow akes mel ng on my face and soon a er I realise that
we are in a blizzard. It takes li le me for the path to disappear and visibilty to almost do likewise.
Spouse, who has taken to following my footsteps has gone remarkably quiet and as I turn to check
she is OK I see a vision resembling a mobile snowman emerging from the gloom. I establish it is
de nitely Spouse by the fact two laser like eyes are piercing me in a less then friendly manner.“I
think we are lost’ she mu ers, however I assure her we are de nitely heading in the right
direc on-had I known the expression at that me I would have added “No worries!”. The truth is I
am fearing we are doing the dreaded ‘walking in circles’ and have visions of making the six o’clock
news with the embarrasment of being rescued by Lakeland Mountain Rescue. I can even imagine
the headline ‘ Foolish elderly couple rescued in Lakeland drama’.
Part of the walk takes us through a farmyard and through the gloom I imagine I can see the lights
of the farmhouse – miraculously we have somehow taken the right route and the lights are not a
mirage.
The return to Windermere is fairly straigh orward and I imagine Spouse will be well impressed by
my naviga onal skills in such di cult circumstances. We arrive safely at Windermere, retrieve the
snow covered car and have a very quiet drive home. It is not unknown on such occasions for
Spouse, having given me my full name (middle name included) to state “……… I will never ever go
for a walk with you again!”. I have come to realise this is merely a statement of dissa sfac on that
does not last long and so it was on this occasion. However it was not long a er this ocurrence that
Spouse raised the prospect of living in Australia, I think she had warm sun in mind.
I believe the Snowy Mountains are quite something in winter, I wonder…..
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A Snake Tale

V

Bill Pell

isitors to Australia are already aware, or are made aware, of the large number of hos le
creatures here which can kill them. We encourage this by trea ng them to extravagant tales
about drop bears and the like. They go back home and write books, such as Bill Bryson's
Down Under, emphasising the dangers, or like the two Englishmen who appear on TV's The Last
Leg, taunt the Aussie compere Adam Hills with interminable tales of what their fate might have
been when they visited.
The truth is that few people in Australia are destroyed by sharks, crocodiles, red-back spiders,
blue-ringed octopuses, or any other lurking denizen.
Furthermore, deaths from snake bites are extremely rare, as are the chances of being bi en. The
majority of persons bi en by snakes are those trying to kill the snake. A kind of poe c jus ce!
Being a country lad from Emerald (when it was actually in the country) meant plenty of exposure
to snakes, and spending years in Papua New Guinea added to this, but my favourite snake tale
comes from the Pilbara where I spent several years.
My house was a demountable, which meant that it didn't quite actually sit on the ground. It was,
however, rmly anchored with steel cables to stop it from blowing away in a cyclone, and the
window panes were plas c, rather than glass. It wasn't fully lined as a suburban house might be,
and 'anything' could get in. Usually small frogs would congregate on top of the toilet cistern,
presumably to be close to water.
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One day I no ced that all the frogs had suddenly disappeared, but didn't think much about it
although a sudden disappearance of them all at the same me was unusual. I con nued to use the
dunny in the way one does.
About a week later I nished my 'evacua on' and on ushing saw the coils of a snake falling from
beneath the toilet rim. I prised them down and discovered they belonged to a python of more than
a metre and a half in length. A er being extracted, the python quickly disappeared through the
gap in the oor through which it had presumably entered at least a week before to take up
residence beneath my regularly-visi ng posterior.

The James Webb Space Telescope
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Martin Buoncristiani

T

his image was taken by the recently deployed James Webb Space Telescope. The bright
star has the outlandish name of MASS J17554042+6551277. It is in our Milky Way galaxy,
about 2000 light years away from Earth. The objects in the background are other distant
galaxies.
For over thirty years the Hubble space telescope has been opera ng with spectacular success.
Not only does it provide astonishing images of the most interes ng bits our universe, it has also
completed many cri cal scien c missions. Its explora on of the evolu on of stars informs us
about what we can expect as our own sun ages, it has given clues about the expansion of the
universe and the mystery of dark energy and it has seen as far as humans have been able to see.
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Now a new and very di erent telescope has been launched to take its place as a partner to
Hubble. The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) was launched on December 25, 2021 and is
now in a stable orbit around the sun about 1.5 million kilometers further out from earth. This
telescope is 100 mes more accurate than any other space telescope. The JWST program was
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planned and executed by NASA and both the European and Canadian Space Agencies with
scien sts from 20 countries par cipa ng in various experimental projects. Australia played a
role a er the launch.

When completely deployed its main mirror, 6.5 meters in diameter, will collect light and focus it
on a variety of di erent instruments. The telescope is designed to operate at the ambient
temperature of space (around - 270 degrees Celsius). At the present me the system is s ll
cooling down and a sunscreen the size of a tennis court is deployed to block hea ng from the
sun’s rays.
The mirror, which was folded during transport, has opened 18 adjustable hexagonal pieces. The
image above was made just a er the individual mirrors were deployed in their proper posi ons.
The instruments will examine visible and infra-red light from objects in space; its infrared
capability will be an important compliment to the Hubble.
The main objec ves of JWST are to study the oldest and most distant stars (those too faint for
Hubble) and colder objects like the debris le over from the forma on of solar systems.
In addi on to the important astronomical research which an instruments like JWST and Hubble
contribute to there are other bene ts that ow from the development of complex technological
projects like space telescopes. The complicated op cs of space telescopes ows back to bene ts
to lens manufacture for cameras and microscopes as well as enhancing precision eye
examina on and eye surgery. New materials for lightweight structures nd use in automobile
and aircra manufacturing. Finally, to carry out a complex project like the design, construc on
and implementa on of a space borne instrument requires accurate planning. Planning tools
developed by NASA nd their way into
scheduling for hospitals, construc on
projects and business management.

This is an ar st’s concep on of the deployed
JWST. The gold bit is the mirror with the 18
hexagonal pieces and the pinkish bit is the
sunshield The three white lines intersect at
the focal point of the mirror where the
detec ng instruments are located.

If you are interested in following the
progress of this grand experimental
instrument, here is the NASA website
h ps://jwst.nasa.gov/.
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Refugee Update

T

he work of many advocacy groups has con nued to achieve some successes.
Recently the New Zealand o er of places for 150 refugees a year for the next three
years has been taken up by the government, a er being on the table since 2013 and
the last of the men held in the Park Hotel Prison in Carlton were released on Bridging Visas
E.
For them this means that when a third country for rese lement becomes available they will
be expected to go. Many have le deten on sick and sha ered by their experiences over
the preceding decade, yet they will be expected to support themselves un l being deported.
These men, who have commi ed no crime, came here seeking asylum from places where
they were unsafe. Countries such as Iran, Syria, Iraq, the Horn of Africa and Sri Lanka.
They were detained, some on Manus Island in PNG and some on Nauru for over six years,
before being transferred to Australia in 2019 a er the passing of the medivac law in
February of that year. They were detained rst in the Mantra Hotel in Preston then the Park
Hotel in Carlton. Most were transferred under the now repealed Medivac law. Most have not
received adequate treatment.
They were ini ally detained overseas as part of our o shore processing system which has
been in place since 1998. In July 2013 Kevin Rudd, the then Prime Minister said that no one
who came by boat would ever be permi ed to stay in Australia, e ec vely condemning
thousands of vulnerable people to a future of psychological trauma in inhumane, insecure
circumstances, wai ng for applica ons to be processed and third country op ons to
materialize.
Gradually over the years most people have been able to come to Australia from o shore
processing centres, but remain in a kind of limbo either in locked deten on or community
deten on with no work rights and limited support, or on insecure visas which o en lapse
meaning the holder has no status, no medicare cover and di culty obtaining work. There
are over 1000 people s ll in deten on and thousands more living in a level of insecurity
without long term visas. Nearly 30,000 people are wai ng for a decision on their refugee
claims. Some have waited years for processing of applica ons to be completed.
The whole system is shrouded in some secrecy, so many Australians do not know about the
complicated circumstances in which many people live their lives.
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Our media is riven by poli cal in uence so informa on about poli cally sensi ve
circumstances is at best ignored or at worst used to change and in uence the views of the
popula on against people who have come here seeking a safe place to be and to denigrate
those who would seek to support any human rights or innova ve ideas.
The general
popula on does not know about the terrible things being done in our name.
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BIllions of dollars have been spent to maintain this ine cient and costly processing system.
Keeping people, who have been deemed to be refugees, in camps overseas, then here in
deten on, supposedly to stop the boats and deaths at sea. 15 men have died while in
deten on from medical negligence or suicide.

More informa on can be found at Asylum Insight, The Refugee Council of Australia, The
Kaldor Centre and many other advocacy websites. Locally The Grandmothers for Refugees
(Casey) and Casey Cardinia for Refugees and the Refugee Ac on Collec ve can also be
contacted if you would like to become ac ve. For more informa on contact Prue Licht 0447
546 327.
Prue Licht
Casey Grandmothers for Refugees.

20/04/2022

Walk On The Wild Side
As a young man I walked on the wild side.
There was no place barred to me.
If I some mes went where I shouldn’t,
Size and a certain directness of manner were helpful.
Older, with more experience and be er judgement,
I could usually deal with anything I got into.
It didn’t always work,
But such things build character.
Now I shu e around the shops carrying a big s ck,
But these days it has other uses.
The kids at the corner ll me with apprehension.
Their voices taunt my ears.
The wild side has moved a bit closer.
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Tony Fairbridge
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So you are ge ng old. Yes, you are and your
body and brain will show the telltale signs.
What to do

F

ace the reality of these things happening; examine what you can do as the changes

occur, look at what you can do to retain your self esteem, your tness, life me
memories and social contacts.
Maintain your posi ve a tude and op mis c outlook, avoid being depressed by your
condi on and remember you are not alone and are be er able to cope than many others.
Undertake regular physical ac vi es. Walking is excellent so do it at a comfortable pace
and distance for a set me. There is a la n phrase solvitor ambulando - it is solved by
walking. Of course, there are other good forms of exercise - a sta onary bike, swimming,
tennis, golf, bowls and so on to prac ce un l you nd them too hard. Remember - stop
before you get hurt.
Meditate on all the things you have done through life, people you have had a rela onship
with - where and when and and why. I keep a notebook that lists the names of all people
I know or knew. There are over 300 now. I o en spend me reading a few pages at a me.
You can do the same with places, travels, and experiences. Photos, of course, are a great
s mulus to memory. Oliver Sachs wrote …Retain or obtain a connec on with family and

Retain others in the community as you age. Some of your best friends move house or pass
on so others are important. Sports clubs, bushwalking groups, hobby groups and, of course
U3A help you to retain not just connec ons, but e ec ve communica on skills. Using
computers, tablets and smart phones will keep you connected and informed about the
world.
# Don’t let social media dominate your me. May you live well and enjoy life to the full.
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Brian Passmore

Farewell, Adieu and Adios

A

er almost six years living in this gorgeous part of the world, I have decided, a er
much mulling over, it’s me to go back to Melbourne proper. Eek!
Do we envisage when we make a life decision, how that will pan out down the track?

I lived all my life in Melbourne. I arrived with my parents from devastated post WW2 Europe
in 1949. I was 2 years old. They had lost almost every family member to the Holocaust
carnage.
They le Europe with other displaced persons and many became neighbours in the suburbs.
Some of us lived in Bentleigh East, others lived on the other side of the city in Fair eld,
Northcote and Thornbury. In the 50’s, we would visit on Sundays. The children, when
running inside to grab something to eat o the dining table, would hear snatches of
conversa ons about war me experiences. That knowledge became like our skin.
Our parents remained friends ll death. Common iden ty and language kept them close.
And so too the children of survivors. I have known many of those second genera on children
since infanthood. The bond is strong. Of course there are friendships formed in more recent
mes, which are also important to preserve.
But… when I sold up in Melbourne a er living in that dwelling for 25 years, and my daughter
had moved to Belgrave, I thought I would come up to the Hills which was a ordable and I’d
always loved it up here as we’d come to visit with family friends in the early days for picnics
and holidays.
It’s been lovely, so much to enjoy nature-wise and I have formed great friendships which I
hope will endure. There have been edifying and fun U3A classes in Australian History, Italian,
Philosophy, Choir and Evergreens Line-Dancing. And oh my, how I will miss seeing elds of
grazing sheep, cows and horses, lyre birds running across my trail when I’m walking,
wombats and echidnas
ambling along. And the
trees, oh the trees and
forests.
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When I rst moved here
all of my friends came to
visit – at least once or
twice. Many found the
hour ’s drive up the
mountain di cult, the
winding road, the pushy
drivers. Lately whenever
we have phone
conversa ons, they end
with the ques on,
“When are you coming
to Melbourne?”
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Sadly, last year, I lost three long- me friends through illness. I see their faces in front of my
eyes very o en and I can’t reconcile that they’ve gone from my life forever.
Hence my decision to return to the “city”. Proximity of me and distance is important now –
to be able to drop in to see a friend within 10 minutes is very appealing. To be close is
important. The hour’s drive down the mountain and another hour back is NOT appealing. It
makes short spontaneous mee ngs impossible.
I will certainly be back up on day trips and overnighters to visit with friends up here.
It has been a WONDERFUL six years and I am richer for the experience.
In the song by Rainger and Robin, I say “Thanks For the Memory”.

Anna Gdanski

An old teacher’s memories
I blame Walter Pidgeon or was it Chief Inspector Maigret for my
falling in love with pipe smoking. By the me I was 20 it was an
entrenched habit and the pipe was rarely out of my mouth. This
was brought home to me one morning at Olinda Primary School a life me ago, when I stepped into the preps room to talk to their
teacher. As I removed the pipe from my mouth, one li le chap
turned to his mate with a look of astonishment and whispered,
It comes out. Did they really believe principals were dis nguished
by a xture protruding from their faces? Later, when Christmas
was nearing, that same class illustrated the lovely old song, The
Twelve Days Of Christmas. Yes, you guessed it. There was a pipe
s cking out of the mouth of each one of the eleven pipers piping.
You tend not to forget things like that.
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SOLITUDE

Langorous days of contented solitude
lengthen through the slow hours
but looking back, days pile, weeks, months
in sheets, in stacks, in toppling towers
as lengthening years pass by.
An undemanding life
of comfort, space; the hills to lift
my eyes, the flowering shrubs,
the lawn spread under, the pool
where kookaburras dive and mudlarks bathe,
where a small boy splashes with me
sometimes.
The leaves have fallen.
Frost bares the clematis. Mist veils the hills.
Cambodian child, all you have
is love; the chill in the heart defies
the warmth that surrounds, pervading
these silent rooms, that sing of wealth
your mountain village longs for,
all unknowing the price to be paid
for contented solitude.

Dorothy Williams
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Auntie Ks Agony Column
Dear Auntie K,
I am generally a tolerant easy going sort of chap, but I find I am becoming
irritated and frustrated with my wife’s behaviour. She has always been a little
quirky which I used to find rather endearing, but in the past months quirky has
developed into “ mad as a cut snake”. Myfanwy, my wife, has begun to spend more
and more time in the garden, talking to certain plants, sometimes in a threatening
way and sometimes in a more tender and encouraging way.She maintains that plants
that are not doing well need to be warned of imminent extinction if they do not pull
up their socks- or as she puts it- their stems.New plants need to be spoken to
gently so as to encourage their development. She now calls herself The Plant
Whisperer and has set up a website where people can book a Whisper Session in
their own garden. At $110 an hour for Pete’s sake. She already has dozens of
plantaholics wanting to have their plants whispered to.
How can I stop this fraudulent and dangerous practice before she falls foul of the
law?
Captain Miles Corrigan
Cockatoo West
Dear Captain Corrigan,
as a self confessed tolerant, easy going sort of chap, you seem incredibly uptight
about your wife’s whispering.You say she has become as mad as a cut snake, which
to me, seems a rather unintelligent comparison to make. Your wife has obviously
found a niche in the market for those who want the best for their plants and who
are willing to pay for her services. She naturally wants to use her unique talent to
help these garden lovers achieve great results. As for her website, I do not see that
she is guilty of any fraud- no more than when I buy my Splash for sweetening my
pond water.I agree that $110 for one hour’s whispering may seem a tad expensive,
just as my husband’s new Calvin Klein underpants for which he parted with $115
recently, might raise eyebrows.
I think you should go back to being a tolerant and easy going sort of chap and
maybe embrace your wife’s garden activities. Why not join the trend and become
The Snail Whisperer? You could
save a lot on bait.
Regards
Aun e K
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Obituary
Peter Weatherhead

P

eter, a life member of Emerald U3A
died on the 12th of March aged 98.
He was born in Uganda and at the
tender age of 7 went to boarding school
in England where he lived with aunts.
Peter joined the army in 1942 - the Royal
Engineers in India.He became a second
lieutenant. He then went to Bristol to do
an engineering degree.
Peter met and married Hilary in 1947 and
down through the years they had 6
children. The family migrated to Australia
in 1951 knowing that Australia needed
engineers. Hilary was a bacteriologist and
botanist. Joining the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission in his 40s,
Peter worked with Melbourne’s rst
computer.
Hilary and Peter re red to Emerald in
1983 and Peter lobbied for, and was
instrumental in a aining the Emerald
Library. He was a founding member of
Emerald U3A in 1992. Tammy Lobarto
MP for Gembrook and was a great ally.
Another interes ng point is that Peter organised a town England, Wells to be a sister town with our
Emerald. This was achieved through U3A. Not only was Peter heavily involved with the library and
U3A, he was an ac ve member of St Mark’s and helped with meals on wheels and Neighbourhood
watch.
His other interests lay in photography, maths, wri ng, social issues, wine bo ling, horse riding,
chess and football - St Kilda of course.
Peter was a man was a man of strong ethics and beliefs - educa on, equality and an -racism.
Recalling these quali es and his knowledge and wit, he will be sorely missed.
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Peter Weatherhead has le us with happy memories
Life for many of us in Emerald would be very di erent if Hilary and Peter had not re red here, the
right place at the right me. Always watchful of local a airs he joined others in gathering localborn people and new-comers, some with li le schooling , others with doctorates all
enthusias cally learning from each other and having fun. How did he do it?
His childhood and educa on had been un-like anything we had known, his parents du fully
working for the Crown in Uganda were expected to send children back to England to be educated,
having home-leave every 3 years to visit them. It was not unusual that at 7 years old Peter se led
into a historic boarding school, spending holidays with his loving but strict, Gilbert and Sullivan
loving aunts.He once told us that on conscrip on
into the Army life was easier than at school.
Never pushing
his own ideas he quietly
encouraged, even goaded us, to step up.
"Peter," some-one would say,""could we have
a class on ----?"
"That would be ne," he would respond, "when
would you like to begin?" and the member
would nd herself/himself producing notes,
booking some-body's lounge room and running a
class! All without pressure, he was a born
organiser.
He was also a ghter, determined, not easily
discouraged. It was not his fault that Pepi's Land
was sold, or that another group was given the
building we needed. When it came to ge ng the
library he remained calm, polite when a tablethumping Council o cer declared there would never be a library in Emerald. With others, Peter
was out in all weather, talking, collec ng signatures on a pe on. When our M.P. Tammy Labato
was told to bu out of local a airs she kept talking,too, un l she was able to present that pe on
and look what we have now!
So U3A grew with classes in odd places.The Museum was helpful with members connected to both
organisa ons. The Council awarded us a li le room in the bricked up verandah, not big enough for
a class, just two chairs and a computer. Peter had encouraged Ki y to take a group o raw beginners
to Upwey High School where there were computers we could learn on a er school.
At monthly lunches people enjoyed mee ng and listening to great speakers, a helicopter pilot in
the Antarc c, an oil lamp maker, a poet, always lively. For our stand at the school fete Peter came
up with the banner, "If it ain't fun it ain't worth doing" and we did have fun, especially at
Christmas lunches in the Hall's garden in Cockatoo. The Weatherhead's garden and house became
a welcoming base or garden or travel groups, neither minded being called on for advice.
Imagine how di erent life in Emerald and around could have been.
No wonder we remember Peter with gra tude and love.
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Note from the editor
I’m sure you will join with me in thanking to all those good people who
contributed to this lovely Autumn edi on. Any feedback and ideas for
future edi ons will be appreciated.
Kind Regards
Mac
m.craig01@bigpond.com
0425 789 556
P.O. Box 84 Kallista 3791

P

oems are wri en to be read aloud and read slowly, savouring the
words the poet has been at great pains to select. None more than
this gem composed in 1820 by John Keats. Verse 1

To Autumn
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Season of mists and mellow frui ulness,
Close bosom-friend of the maturing sun;
Conspiring with him how to load and bless
With fruit the vines that round the thatch-eaves run;
To bend with apples the moss’d co age trees,
And ll all fruit with ripeness to the core;
To swell the gourd, and plump the hazel shells
With a sweet kernel; to set budding more,
And s ll more, later owers for the bees,
Un l they think warm days will never cease,
For summer has o’er-brimmed their clammy cells.
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Musicians’ Sharing Group

O

ur weekly sessions rotate between solos, duets [and small ensemble pieces] prepared by
members of the group and, on alternate weeks, full ensemble pieces for which I prepare a
score and parts for each instrument. Many di erent styles of music from early classics,
popular classics and di erent styles of modern music are included in our repertoire. On the
occasional month which has a 5th Tuesday, we aim to put on a mini performance, usually featuring
a guest ar st. When Covid rules allow it, we invite partners and friends to come along and hear our
music – alas such occasions have been rare over the past two years.
For the rst few sessions this year our regular rehearsal venue, Evergreens, was not available to us
due to ongoing renova ons. We were very fortunate to have an alternate venue during this period
– an idyllic gazebo made available to us by local resident couple, Gaye and Graham whom we
thank very warmly. We enjoyed outdoor rehearsals enormously. Some mornings were a li le chilly
and the local birds o en joined in!
The group [minus 2] in a break at rehearsal
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Backdrop to our rehearsal. Robyn Sorensen, Music Tutor

SHARING GROUP
Notes From the Note Players
2022 has begun well for the U3A musicians, who have enjoyed getting back to playing together and
tackling the musical challenges set us by our amazing musical director and arranger, Robyn. The summery
start to our year saw us playing en plein air under the pergola in Gaye and
lovely garden for our
first sessions, before we were able to move back to our usual indoor venue in March.
We have a diverse array of instruments, now supplemented this year by Kris (joining Tony F on clarinet),
Jan (violin) and Heather (joining Gill on ukulele), all helping us to produce a fuller sound. Every fortnight
players can offer solos, duets and trios to play to the group, which helps us develop our technique and
performance skills. Robyn leads us through learning modern and classical pieces for the whole group,
which we prepare for our group performances during the year.
We were pleased to welcome back Barry, our lead guitarist, much missed during his three months away
in Canada. Congratulations to our singer/songwriter and uke player, Gill, whose winning entry in a
COVID songwriting competition gave her the opportunity to record her song in a city studio over the
annual break.

At the end of March the group gave a mini-concert, featuring guest flautist Joy Hayman, who played Bach
and Dvorak and Popp solos, accompanied by Robyn, with the group playing with her for the Ennio
Morricone composition
Oboe, from the film, The Mission. We all tried hard to lift our playing
standard to something nearer to
The program included solos by members and classical and popular
pieces for the whole group. A rousing rendition of a slightly risque jazz standard suggested by Tony
Fairbridge and arranged for us by Robyn gave a lively finish to the program.
Our next performance will be on the morning of Tuesday, June 21st, in the last week of our U3A term,
and we are now getting to grips with our repertoire for this concert. Featuring songs by Abba, Simon and
Garfunkel and The Beatles, with some Mozart, a sea shanty and traditional songs thrown into the mix,
a concert you
want to miss! So join us (venue to be advised) for a winter solstice musical
celebration - put the date in your calendar now!
Janet Allen
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